ELEVATED
WORK PLATFORMs
LIFT SMART. LIFT EASY. LIFT-RITE.

LIFT SMART. LIFT EASY. LIFT-RITE.
ABOUT US
You put your heart and soul into your business.
To keep moving forward, your equipment needs
to be just as hardworking as you. Otherwise, your
workflow stops. With Lift-Rite, you’ll have one less
thing to worry about. Because we provide durable,
versatile and comfortable trucks to keep you
moving forward.

M I S S I O N S TAT E M E N T
To be recognized in the marketplace as a leader
providing quality, reliability, and dependability to
all Lift-Rite customers.

RISING TO THE
OCCASION IN EVERY
APPLICATION.

Sprint brings a fast, efficient, drivable
solution for virtually any application whether you’re stocking shelves, picking
orders, or changing lightbulbs, enabling
operators to move efficiently between
locations and to perform elevated tasks (up
to 17.6’) more quickly, simply, and securely.

MOBILE
PLATFORMS
THAT ARE UP
TO ANY
CHALLENGE

The SpinGo push-around brings both
flexibility and reliability to a wide range
of activities and applications, enabling
operators to move freely and easily
between locations and to perform
elevated tasks (up to 13.5’) more quickly,
simply, and securely.

spingo
The SpinGo push-around vertical
platform is the space-saving, time
saving alternative to unwieldy ladders,
step stools, and podiums.
IDEAL FOR:
LIGHT DISTRIBUTION
RETAIL
CLEANING/MAINTENANCE

AN UPLIFTING
EXPERIENCE
FOR OPERATORS.
»» Enhanced visibility with clear, 360°
sightlines.
»» Flexible onboard movement with a
manually adjustable cargo shelf.
»» Secure, stable operation at height
with automatic brake locking when
stationary.
»» Improved ergonomics with minimized
reaching and lifting.

GROCERY

»» Easy platform access with dual swing
gates and a low entry/exit step height.

CONTINUOUS RUN TIME:
UP TO 11 HOURS

»» Superior balance and security with
both feet on a flat, stable surface,
increasing operator stability while
performing daily tasks.

INFINITE USES. ZERO EMISSIONS.

GREATER EFFICIENCY
IS WITHIN REACH.
If the job is above floor level, nothing
rises to the occasion like SpinGo. Perform
tasks more quickly and efficiently with a
platform that lets operators:
»» Quickly reach desired heights at
the touch of a button for enhanced
picking times.
»» Secure multiple loads during transit
with two separate storage areas (load
deck and load tray).
»» Get longer use out of every battery
charge with consumption only in lift/
lower mode.
»» Move freely and easily between
locations—through narrow and
congested aisles, standard doorways,
and elevators—with a compact,
streamlined design and tight
turning radius.
»» Secure access helps to prevent
unauthorized usage with a
required key.

Max. Working Height

SPINGO
FEATURES

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

»» Ground Control w/ Operator Switch Key
»» Load Deck

OCCUPANTS

»» Adjustable Load Tray
(Manual Height Adjust)

LOAD CAPACITY

»» Button Release Brakes

162"
(4160mm)

»» Emergency Lower
»» Maintenance Free Mast
»» Low Maintenance Electrical

45.8"
(1163mm)

»» Easy Push/Pull
»» Flashers & Horn activate when traveling or
Mast is in motion
»» Foot Switch
»» Pedal Lever
»» On Board Charger

1

85.3"
(2166mm)
28.7"
(729mm)

OPERATOR COMPARTMENT CAPACITY (A)

286 lbs. (130kg)

TRAY CAPACITY (B)

198 lbs. (90kg)

DECK CAPACITY (C)

198 lbs. (90kg)

MACHINE GROSS WEIGHT
(NO LOAD)
BATTERIES (QTY 1)

728 lbs. (330kg)
12V

SPRINT
The Lift-Rite Sprint offers a more
efficient and productive alternative
to bulky rolling ladders in a variety of
environments and applications.
IDEAL FOR:
ORDER PICKING
STOCK REPLENISHMENT
FACILITY CLEANING
FACILITY MAINTENANCE

CONTINUOUS RUN TIME:
UP TO 9 HOURS

INFINITE USES. ZERO EMISSIONS.

A DRIVABLE ELEVATED
EXPERIENCE FOR OPERATORS.
»» Enhanced visibility with clear, 360° sightlines.
»» Flexible onboard movement with an electrically
adjustable cargo shelf.
»» Secure, stable operation at height with
automatic brake locking when stationary.
»» Improved ergonomics with minimized reaching
and lifting.
»» Easy platform access with dual swing gates and
a low entry/exit step height.
»» Superior balance and security with both feet
on a flat, stable surface, increasing operator
stability while performing daily tasks.

GREATER EFFICIENCY
IS WITHIN REACH.
If multiple jobs are above floor level, nothing rises to the
occasion like Sprint. Perform tasks more quickly and
efficiently with an elevated drivable platform that lets
operators:
»» Lift and lower the platform at the touch of a button.
»» Travel between tasks with the platform elevated.
»» Run for up to 9 hours on a single battery charge.
»» Maneuver easily with a compact design and zero turn
radius.
»» Quickly charge with a standard 110V wall plug.
»» Easily access the battery and other components with
snap-in-place covers.
»» Prevent unauthorized usage with key-activated
operation.

Max. Working Height

SPRINT
FEATURES

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

»» Key operation
»» Dual sensor pedals and handles activate driving,
lifting and lowering

OCCUPANTS

»» Load Deck

LOAD CAPACITY

»» Adjustable Load Tray (Powered Height Adjust)
»» Maintenance Free Mast

210"
(5050 mm)

»» Low Maintenance Electrical
»» Flashers & Horn Activate when Sprint is traveling
or mast is in motion

1

59”
(1500mm)

»» On Board Charger
»» Ground Control with 3 Position Switch

132"
(3350 mm)

OPERATOR COMPARTMENT CAPACITY (A)

286 lbs. (130kg)

TRAY CAPACITY (B)

198 lbs. (90kg)

DECK CAPACITY (C)

249 lbs. (113kg)

MACHINE GROSS WEIGHT
(NO LOAD)
BATTERIES (QTY 4)
TRAVEL SPEED LOWERED

31.8"
(807mm)

1488 lbs. (675kg)
24V
3.1mph

A BETTER SOLUTION
FOR EVERYDAY UPS AND
DOWNS
Horizontal travel. Vertical lift. Economical
operation. Take advantage of all three
with the versatile SpinGo and Sprint
and add a whole new level of speed,
simplicity, and efficiency to a wide array
of tasks in your facility.

RAISING THE BAR IN SERVICEABILITY
Durable yet simply designed, SpinGo and Sprint offer both rugged, reliable
performance and quick, easy maintenance. Engineered with quality
components and materials, the platforms offer sturdy operation with an array of
features that simplify upkeep and optimize uptime:
»» Quick, easy access to all components—including the battery—during
scheduled maintenance through snap-in-place covers.
»» Minimized battery maintenance and lower replacement costs with SpinGo’s
single battery power source or Sprint’s four-battery pack.
»» Low maintenance, 3-stage mast featuring a hydraulic cylinder lift system—no
chains, wearable parts, or greasing.
»» Simple, convenient charging using a standard 110V wall plug.
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